
Lelit Elizabeth - LCC Quick Reference 
guide 

LCC Basic user functions 

Actual brew and steam temperature 

The Lelit Elizabeth can actually be set to show the target brew temperature rather than the actual brew 

temperature. It would be unusual to set the machine like this in the advanced settings, however if it is 

set that way, Lelit give you the option of viewing actual brew temperature. If the machine is already set 

to show actual brew temperature the first press of the + button will appear to have no effect. The 
second press of the + button shows the steam boiler temperature 

 

After a few seconds of no button press, the display returns to it's "home Screen" where the actual or 
preset brew temperature will be displayed along with the status of the steam boiler. 

Home Screen 

The display with either display brew temperature, or brew temperature with an eco symbol if the steam 
boiler is off. 

 

Other functions 
These are selected by pressing the minus (-) button. 



 

This button can scroll to various parameters, when you see a parameter you want to change, press the 

plus button to select it, then the - and + buttons will change the value. 

If no button is pressed for a few seconds the machine will return to the home screen.  

Shortcut to quickly switch steam boiler on or off 

 



Changing Brew Temperature 

 

Changing Steam Temperature 

 

Programming automatic shot times 
The Lelit Elizabeth can have shot times programmed to each button. These allow for the espresso shot 

to end when the program time has been reached. e.g. if you program 30 seconds, the shot will stop 30 

seconds after the button is pressed. Any preinfusion times are  included in this time. e.g. a 10 second 



preinfusion with a shot time programmed of 30s will still take 30s in total 10 seconds of which will be 
preinfusion. 

 

For button 2 the procedure is similar. 



 

Setting Preinfusion times button 1 

Preinfusion times can be set here. This is the total time for preinfusion. It comprises a pump on time (set 

in the advanced menu) which becomes part of the preinfusion time. e.g. if the advanced menu for 

preinfusion has a pump on time of 3s and you set a total preinfusion time of 10 seconds. The pump will 
run for the first 3s and stop for the next 7s. Then the pump restarts to complete the shot.  

Preinfusion time forms a part of  any total shot time programmed. 



 

Preinfusion for button 2 

 

Steam On or Off 
Steam can be set on and off in the menu system in the same way as any other functions.  



 

Functions accessed via buttons 

Turn standby function on/off 

This powers down the machine after a preset period (about 30 minutes). A  feature of all modern 

espresso machines, part of EU Law. I don’t  personally find it useful, even though the Elizabeth has a  

very fast warm up of about 15 – 17 minutes. The standby function is toggled on/off by; switching the 

machine on while holding in coffee button 2. 

 

The water button LED will be flashing if standby is on, and off, if standby is disabled. 

 



Purge water through the group 

To automatically flush a set amount of water through the group for cleaning, press the coffee1 and 
coffee2 buttons at the same time. 

 

Automatic Backflush routine 

This performs a series of automatic backflushes when using cleaner in a portafilter with a blind basket. I 

use this to finish off  a couple of manual backflushes as part of my recommended hybrid backflush 

routine. To access this function press the coffee1 and hot water buttons at the same time. 

 



Lelit Elizabeth Advanced LCC Settings 

To access the advanced menu 

 

Below are my recommended advanced settings for the Lelit Elizabeth LCC  

 

 

Pressing the – button scrolls through the list. Pressing the + button puts the selected value into change 

mode where + & - increment and decrement the value.  If you change a value, wait for the value to stop 
flashing and be accepted before pressing – to move to the next value. 

 

You will probably only need to enter the advanced menu a few times to check your settings and set up 

your preferred pump on times for Steam and Bloom preinfusion. Once you have decided what you like 

it's unlikely you will need to enter the advanced settings again.  

 

If ever you have a software update you will lose any customised settings, this may also happen if you 

send the machine off to be serviced. I recommend you make a note of your preferred settings and keep 
it in a safe place. 

KPc = 0.2 (PID Proportional value coffee boiler) 

KIc = 0.07 (PID Integral value coffee boiler) 



KDc = 10  

Bc = 30  (temperature  range over which PID acts - this really doesn't matter with such a small boiler) 

KPs = 2.0 (PID Proportional value steam boiler I left at 2 for a stronger response in case a higher value 

firmware default is programmed even if 0 is used). I also want to prevent any large overshoot at max 

temp settings. 

KIs = 0.00 (PID Integral value steam boiler – not required, no benefit to changing this value) 

KDs = 0.0 (PID derivative value steam boiler – not required, no benefit to changing this value you don't 

really want derivative on this boiler) 

Bs = 1 (temperature  range over which PID acts I would have set 0 if I could to act as a full power ON/OFF 

controller) 

EC = 10 (this is the offset for the brew boiler, it allows for cooling of the brew water by the time it hits the 

coffee and displays the tested brew temperature at the coffee) 

ES = 0 (I don't want an offset for steam, this way I can convert temperature to an accurate pressure) 

F01 = 1 (illumination on = 1 or off = 0) 

TR1 = 1 (this allows the LCC to display the actual temperature a value of 0 means the LCC only shows the 

set temperature) 

TOT= not used 

The Values below you can change to suit your situation and needs 

Preinfusion Type - Steam, Bloom or auto 
Lelit Elizabeth can perform steam pressure preinfusion and bloom preinfusion automatically selecting 

the type used depending on either the on/off state of the steam boiler, or it's temperature (if it is too 

low). The value of EVS controls this. If the electrovalve is enabled (on), then both types of preinfusion 
are available. 

 

Turning this electrovalve off using a setting of 0 disables steam preinfusion and regardless of the on/off 

state or temperature of the steam boiler. The machine will only perform bloom preinfusion. 



EVS = 1 (Electrovalve steam -this can be either on = 1 or off = 0).  

It controls preinfusion and is critically important. Set to 0 and NO steam preinfusion functions will work, 

only bloom phase preinfusions. 

Set to 1 and the machine will automatically select steam preinfusion if the steam boiler is; on and above 

115C. If left at 1, you can quickly switch between the two types of infusion as desired by switching the 

steam boiler on or off, my preferred method. 

Settings that affect Steam preinfusion 

These settings directly control the pump run time prior to steam preinfusion. Any preinfusion time set in 

LCC includes the time in seconds for the pump run. e.g if BLS1 is 3 and button 1 is set for a 10 second 

preinfusion. The pump runs for 3 seconds and stops for 7 seconds. During the time the pump stops the 

pressure of the steam boiler is used to continue the preinfusion.  

 

Values lower than 3 seconds increase the amount of superheated water in the brew boiler.  

Values higher than 4 seconds start to push more water through the coffee and may not be optimal but 
experiment. 

BLS1 = 3 (Button 1 Steam preinfusion pump on time in seconds, 3 is recommended)  

BLS2 = 3 (Button 2 Steam preinfusion pump on time in seconds, 3 is recommended)  

Note: The reason 3 or 4 seconds is advised for this function is to significantly reduce the amount of 

superheated water entering the brew boiler. You are mainly trying to fill the head space above the 

coffee before the pump stops, after which steam pressure takes over. The push of steam allows a few ml 

into the brew boiler but it does not affect brew boiler stability. 

These settings directly control the pump run time prior to bloom preinfusion. Any preinfusion time set in 

LCC includes the time in seconds for the pump run. e.g if BLP1 is 5 and button 1 is set for a 12 second 

preinfusion. The pump runs for 5 seconds and stops for 7 seconds. During the time the pump stops no 
pressure is applied and the coffee is left to soak (bloom). This can extract extra and interesting flavours.  

Note: you may opt for a lower value for a single basket and a higher value for a double. If you use less 

than 4 you won’t get a great bloom phase. The objective is to get the coffee puck perfused with some 
brew water before the pump stops for the “bloom phase” 



BLP1 = 5 (Button 1 bloom preinfusion pump on time in seconds, 4-7 is recommended I use 5 or 6 for a 

double basket) 

BLP2 = 5 (Button 2 bloom preinfusion pump on time in seconds, 4-7 is recommended I use 5 or 6 for a 

double basket) 

Using preinfusion functions when flushing the group for cleaning can give unwanted thermal and void 

effects within the brew boiler. This function allows you to flush the group for cleaning after a coffee 
using a brush, or manual backflushing with cleaner during a hybrid backflush. 

 

 I recommend the maximum value of 6 because values less than 6 are not as effective for these 
functions 

PRG=6 (Purge group pressing both brew buttons simultaneously to get water flow through group with no 

preinfusion functions. I set this to its max value of 6)  


